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The Grimms' Fairy Tales, originally known as the Children's and Household Tales (German: Kinder- und
HausmÃ¤rchen, pronounced [ËŒkÉªndÉ• Ê”ÊŠnt ËˆhaÊŠsmÉ›Ë•É•Ì¯Ã§É™n]), is a collection of fairy tales by
the Grimm brothers or "Brothers Grimm", Jakob and Wilhelm, first published on 20 December 1812.
Grimms' Fairy Tales - Wikipedia
The brothers were inspired by their law professor Friedrich von Savigny, who awakened in them an interest in
history and philology, and they turned to studying medieval German literature. They shared Savigny's desire
to see unification of the 200 German principalities into a single state.
Brothers Grimm - Wikipedia
Orwell's Animal Farm meets the requirements of a fairy tale for several reasons. First, it contains many of the
common fairy tale elements such as evil villains and noble characters. At first the ...
Why does Orwell call Animal Farm a fairytale? | eNotes
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Little Red Riding Hood Charles Perrault Once upon a time there lived in a certain village a little country girl,
the prettiest creature who was ever seen.
Little Red Riding Hood - University of Pittsburgh
Project Gutenberg offers over 58,000 free eBooks. Choose among free epub and Kindle eBooks, download
them or read them online. You will find the world's great literature here, with focus on older works for which
U.S. copyright has expired. Thousands of volunteers digitized and diligently proofread
Project Gutenberg - Free eBooks
Mentions of the Harry Potter Bibliography "Since 2004, Cornelia RÃ©mi has maintained an up-to-date and
marvelously informative website of international scholarship, symposia, sources, [...] which attests to the
ever-growing, worldwide attention being given to this literature and the vast sea of literary productions
emerging from that attention."
Harry Potter Bibliography - eulenfeder.de
ArvindGuptaToys.com. Gallery of Books And Toys courtesy Arvind Gupta the Toy Maker. Have fun and learn
through Toys and Books. Page by Samir Dhurde
Arvind Gupta
We can measure various physical constants in distant galaxies, looking back around 11-12 billion years.
Generally, the constant everyone tries to measure is the Fine Structure Constant.
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